2012 ford focus starter replacement

Otherwise, you might not be able to steer at all. It's also the first year with massive power
steering failure. These things are not mutually exclusive. And while you wait for your steering to
disappear, you'll be greeted with a transmission that shudders, vibrates or won't shift at all. Had
car 10 months done been stranded twice. Says not covered under warranty, bullshit. Car
randomly won't start. In the beginning, it was just hesitating, then it only started at random. At
first putting on a battery charger seemed to help, but now nothing helps. New Starter, New fob
battery, new car battery Alternator tested, and cleared. Forums seem to suggest the BCM needs
replacement, but wholly crap that's expensive, and not a guaranteed solution. Called the
dealership, they don't have any suggestions. There are NO other symptoms, everything else
electrical seems to be fine, no warning lights, no engine lights, it just will not work when you
press the start button. It doesn't seem to be the brake sensor, because it still starts sometimes
with the remote start. WTF Any suggestions? I drove my car to the dealership on a hot, dry day
and they said it was the battery. I told them before-hand it was not the battery, I'd recently
replaced it, and on top of that everything else electric would work, including radio, lights, door
locks, everything! The next day I went to a small shop near my home and after checking my
battery and telling me it was good, the repair guy told me the Body Control Module BCM needed
to be reprogrammed. He couldn't do the work there and told me to go back to the dealership
and tell them to reprogram the BCM. He even told me how much they should bill me for the work
so they wouldn't overcharge me. I have been trying to make an appointment and all I get is
voice message and no one is returning my call. I hope this will solve the problem if I can ever
get my car to the dealership. Does anyone know how to go about getting Ford to do a
recall???? I bought this car used in November with 35, miles on it. Up until last week the only
complaint was that the voice command system didn't recognize my southern accent. Now the
whole car seems to have lost its mind. The procedure is supposed to be to press the brake and
then press the start button. There is a message that comes up on the screen that says Battery
Saving Off with a progress bar. After the progress bar goes away you can try again and it will
start but it hesitates. We live 40 miles from the dealership and local mechanic said that
according to his research, Ford has no fox for the problem. I will be taking it to the dealership in
Monday. I did purchase the extended warranty when I bought it. One day it randomly decided it
wasn't going to start anymore. The next day it started again. About two weeks later it did the
same thing. And it wouldn't start for days. When the key is turned - no sounds from the engine.
After multiple attempts to crank the car - had it towed to dealership. Started for them and they
couldn't find a problem. Get it back. Did the same things. Get it back to the dealer and they do
something else and it hasn't done it since. Apparently the transmission was not sensing that
the car was in park. After having the clutch replaced under Ford's extended warranty for my car
the engine light had been flashing and the car had a horrible shudder , I drove my Focus home.
The next morning, the car wouldn't start. We tried to jump it, but it still wouldn't start. All
electrical stuff was working inside the car when I tried to start the car. I had the car towed to the
nearest dealership not the Ford dealership that had replaced the clutch. The service manager at
this dealership has had the car for 4 days now without a diagnosis. I suggested TCM
replacement which has been linked to no-start issues with the Focus. He said the diagnostic
coding does not indicate that the TCM is the problem but he has no information for me on what
the codes DO indicate. I was so frustrated, I called my son's girlfriend who had the same
problem with her Ford Focus - clutch replacement followed by no-start issues. She said she had
argued for weeks with her dealership last winter over the no-start issues and finally got the
problem fixed free of charge. She is sending me all the repair paperwork from her dealership to
my service manager at my Ford dealer. It is on record with a ton of ford owners that this is the
specific issue. I am so frustrated with my service manager. Why do I have to do his research for
him?!!! I just recently had this problem not too long ago. I had trouble starting my car, I asked
the Ford dealership what could be wrong they said it might be the battery well my husband just
changed the battery on my car now its still doing the same thing. I'm afraid to go anywhere
because I don't want to be stuck with my son whose 4yrs old. I've done it once to where I had to
walk from where I was stuck at luckily I was near home. But its really irritating when you think
you have a good car then come out to your car and it wont start. The windows are supposed to
be automatic and the doors are supposed to unlock when opening the drivers side door and
nothing happens. What am I supposed to do in order for this problem to stop. I just need to get
my car fixed. I have an appointment with the dealership on Friday lets see how things go. Thank
you for letting me put in my comments. If anyone can comment or give me advice on what to do
I sure would appreciate it. Thank you. Car intermittently won't start. Turn key and silence
however, all internal electrical systems work. Had to complain to higher management for them
to check on the issue. After 3 days on the dealership, they said that the issue was fixed. They
said that it has something to do with the transmission. Then, on May 8, , on a Mother's Day the

issue started again. Car won't start while all the internal electrical system work. The following
day, I had to take off from work to take the car to the dealership. They checked it for one day
and they said that they could not duplicate the issue. The engine always starts. I told the
manager that this is an intermittent issue and they have to do more research on what is going
on. Last week, it started again. May 26, while trying to get gasoline, it did not start. The following
morning, it did not start again but this time, I took a video. Unfortunately, I was late for work. In
the afternoon, it acted up again. I went back to Ford and but Ford shove the problem to my
driving. Today, I was late going to work again because the car won't start but all internal
electrical system works. I am on the verge on getting a lawyer. Continued having the problem,
would get stranded in random places for hours. Took car to Ford dealership and they kept it for
over a week. They couldn't duplicate the problem although I am sure those dupes spent around
20 minutes total trying to. Got the car back and literally 30 minutes later it won't start. We all
know how frustrating it is to have a car that won't start. I thought that since I had a newer car,
this would not happen to me. I was out of town and was the driver for a couple of friends. On
our way back home, we stopped briefly. The car would not restart. AAA finally towed us back to
our town, a distance of 70 miles. Our local mechanic identified the problem as a battery issue,
which it was not. It was then determined at the Ford dealership that the problem was a faulty
Body Control Module BCM , which was not allowing the "system" to recognize my key. My own
car had turned against another part of itself. I feel that Ford needs to issue a recall for this, as I
understand that I am not the first with this problem. I definitely do not think I should be charged
for this. Anybody else? Turn key and silence Usually happens after driving for over 20 minutes.
I took it to my regular mechanic and they checked all systems but couldn't find a problem.
Thinking it was the battery, I had a friend jump me off and I got to AutoZone to have the battery
tested. Battery is good. Still hesitates to turn on. Throughout the next week it starts taking
multiple attempts to get the car to start. I'm talking up to about good turns of the key to get it to
crank. Yesterday, after finally getting it to crank, I notice the check engine light is on, which it
had not been before. The engine revs and that is it. I tried other gears as well. I also turned the
car back off and after getting it cranked again it did the same thing. Anyways, I had to call a
friend to take me to class. After getting back a couple hours later I went back out to the car to
video what it did to me. And guess what? It shifts out of park now. I've attached a youtube video
of another doing what I am explaining. I finally got it to the dealership today Friday. They said
they will not get to it until Wednesday or Thursday. Total crap. Mine had no gas in the aircon
within 3 weeks. After being re-gassed twice, they finally found a major leak. No sh! Today, April ,
it's back with Ford again whilst they decide what's wrong. I'll tell you what's wrong. I'm hoping
someone can offer some insight I've had ongoing issues with the transmission and clutch since
purchasing new. The clutch has been replaced twice and the transmission has been
reprogrammed 4 or 5 times now within 35, Now I'm experiencing the car randomly not starting 4
times within the past 2 months. I've had the battery tested numerous times and I'm told that all
is well with the battery. Here are the symptoms occurring: -dashboard lights up, all symbols,
etc. My factory warranty just ran out and I have an extended warranty, buts many things aren't
covered with this I could have the car towed today and left there until Monday morning when the
techs are back, but more than likely my car will start right up again by then, and perhaps no
symptoms for the techs to go by Please help with any info!!! Up to my ears with frustration over
this vehicle and Ford has offered no help, just a crummy trade in on a new car When I turned my
key, the start relay was picked up, but starter was not worked. On the 3rd or 4th time engine
started. The same situation was at the service station. Couple days waiting for new starter and
my Focus came back. Car sometimes won't start. I have noticed that sometimes when pressing
brakes before starting the brake lights don't come on. Also when looking on dash at the shift
indicator PRND it sometimes does not highlight which gear you are in. I have yet to find out
what it takes to fix. Car would, from time to time, delay igniting after turning the key, but maybe
only a second or so. I chalked this up to me being lazy in turning the key, for whatever reason.
Engine doesn't even try to turn over. Instrument panel and all electronics in car operate
perfectly actually spoke to Ford Roadside through car's bluetooth. Spoke to dealer who said to
try jump starting the car, and that this wasn't a problem he had heard of before. Jump start did
not work. Had car towed to dealer, where I won't hear any diagnosis of issue for 2 days. Drove
car off lot. When changing gears, the console wouldn't show any change from "D" to any other
driving mode, as if it was stuck in Drive, but the car was, in fact, in Park or Sport mode or
Reverse or Neutral. Turned car off, took key out of ignition, re-inserted key and turned. Car
would delay about 1 second before engine turned on, and all lights on console went away and
car would correctly shift into whatever driving mode. Brought car back to dealer. While in park,
the same issues came back. Car is currently at dealer. My ford focus SE just won't start. Yet
again my Ford Focus will not start again! Bad battery cell. This is the worst car ever made!!!!

Was leaving work, turned the key over and the engine didn't immediately turn over. Turned the
key off and turned it over again, the car started but I got a warning message in the dash "hill
assist start unavailable", however the car ran fine. Stopped at a store to run an errand, came
out, car started fine. I drove to the next store less than a mile away, went in for approximately 15
minutes, came out and the car wouldn't start. The engine wouldn't turn over and all warning
lights in the dash would come on. After trying approximately every minutes for a total of over 30
minutes the car started and I was able to drive it home. I haven't driven it since 4days but have
periodically started or tried to start it. I have an appointment at the dealership two days from
now, if I can get it there If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Ford dealer. Most
Common Solutions: not sure 16 reports replace the body control module bcm 3 reports replace
starter 2 reports replace battery 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. I bought the extended warranty then, it stops. I
had it towed to the dealership and he says it started for him. I caught him. When you get it to the
service place they jump start the starter and tell you it works. Well I read the entire scenario and
argued that this problem was reported on said website at about 61, miles so mine was breaking
down early. I repeatedly told him to replace the Modules. He finally said that he'd run it on the
diagnostic but that the part was in short supply and i'd have to wait two weeks for my car. I told
him so it is the Electronic Control module, seems everyone is having the same problem huh?
He knew I did my research and that I would not give in to the now it's fixed not its not plan he
was trying to put me on. I'm going to call tonight about diagnostic. But don't let them tell you it's
fixed and that there's nothing wrong with the car because even it it's fixed and the modes are
bad, it will surly stop again, and eventually not start up until the modules are replaced. Find a
good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free
service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Had it three years, been in the shop each
year. Search CarComplaints. Comment Disabled Add Complaint. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. Six problems related to starter have been reported for the Ford
Focus. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics
and reliability analysis of the Ford Focus based on all problems reported for the Focus. I also
tried switching to neutral and attempted to start and got nothing. My mechanic ran a diagnostic
test and its coming up with a security code issue stating my key does not read but will start
several minutes after attempt. This has just randomly started happening and I have read
multiple complaints in Ford forums stating the same situation. All lights on dash and radio
come on but car has no noise and refuses to start. I thought it was my battery or starter and my
mechanic has confirmed that it was neither. I tried contacting the Ford dealership where I
bought this car and they refuse to fix it or even acknowledge the issue. This make has had more
issues than I have ever had with any vehicle I have ever owned. Ford needs to step up because
this is ridiculous. My husband has the same vehicle and his transmission is also on nationwide
recall backorder for the same make and model. They should have had a warning for consumers
that this was a terrible production year. The steering wheel locks up and won't turn this has
happened while driving and when I just start the car. I can put my key in the ignition and all the
lights, radio, and chime works, but the car won't start. I had it checked when I got it started and
the battery was fine and the altenator was fine and so was my starter. I have been having
problems with my car for the past 4 years please help. Recently I've had an issue with the
starter. The dash stated the car battery was low, I have the car taken to a local mechanic where
the battery is testing that it is good. The car will start in the mornings after resting and I don't
drive as much as just to be safe while I try to figure out what's going on with this car. I've had
this car fixed three times in the past year, once for the customer survey satisfaction not a recall
Ford told me to have the transmission fixed, another to have the steering module replaced and a
third time to have the clutches replaced and that was done by a dealership to stop the lurching
and jerking that the car does. I'm amazed at the callousness of a company that completely
ignores the pleas of people who have almost crashed in their vehicles! In I purchased the
vehicle from future Ford in sacramento California. Over the past four years, the car has
problems with the transmission, pcm module, transmission control module, clutch, starter,
steering wheel, electrical system. I took the car to two Ford dealerships for repairs. The service
technicians cannot repair the car. I contacted Ford motor company many times and they refuse
to refund my money and recall the vehicle the car is very dangerous to drive and a risk to my
life and safety. The car was operating fine up to the point after it was parked at a nearby strip
mall. After returning to the car, the car would not start. The dash lights come on, radio works,
etc but the starter acted like it was not even getting power. I thought the vehicle had a bad
battery, after multiple attempts to jump start the car, it finally started. Once the vehicle was
running, I put it in reverse and it would not move as if it was in neutral. I checked the dash
indicator to see if it was in reverse and the shift indicator had nothing highlighted. I put it back

in park then it highlighted the "p", put it back in reverse and again it acted as if it was in neutral.
I rolled back a bit and put it in drive and it still acted as if it was in neutral. It would not engage
the transmission. I thought it could be due to a low power battery which also had acid leaking
so I replaced the battery with a new battery. The car wouldn't start again but everything else
worked I. I let it sit a day and tried again the following day and it started right off the bat. I put it
in gear and it went into gear this time. A couple minutes later, an incline assist warning came up
on the radio screen and the traction control and abs alerts were lighted on the dash. Suddenly,
the car would not go into gear again. I turned the car off and started it back up which it then
went back into gear with no problem. I did research online and found others were experiencing
the same issue. Some even while driving, which makes me very uncomfortable to think of that
happening on an interstate. I contacted my Ford dealer about the issue and they denied ever
hearing anything about that type of issue. Extremely frustrating as this could be a potential
safety hazard where someone could get killed and Ford is playing coy to cover themselves.
Does Ford care about human life?. I own a Ford Focus se. At miles I took my car in for its
factory service and advised the transmission was not operating correctly. About mls started
major transmission issues with my Focus-it would not shift correctly. Idle rough, sometimes
idling wild and extreme fluctuations. My Focus would stall constantly while stopped at
intersections, also randomly stalling while at driving speeds. Multiple times my Focus stalled on
the freeway, while driving at normal freeway speeds mph. After my Focus had a stalling incident
it would not start at all as if it was due to a power drainage. If it did not immediately fire-up, the
starter would continue to operate whether I tried to discontinue or not. At about mls service
performed on my Focus the battery checked and in good working order. Car Problems. Starter
problem 1. Starter problem 2. Starter problem 3. Starter problem 4. Starter problem 5. Starter
problem 6. Other Electrical System related problems of the Ford Focus. Electrical System
problems Electrical System problems. Horn Assembly problems. Car Will Not Start problems.
Software problems. Ignition Module problems. Wiring problems. Car Will Not Accelerate
problems. Headlights Turn Off While Driving problems. Computer Failure problems. Battery
problems. Skip to main content. Include description. Ford 8 Items 8. Fortin 2 Items 2. Not
Specified 7 Items 7. Keyless Entry 2 Items 2. Temperature Check 2 Items 2. Trunk Release 2
Items 2. Not Specified 15 Items Unspecified Length 1 Items 1. Not Specified 3 Items 3. Black 3
Items 3. Not Specified 14 Items Yes 2 Items 2. New Items Used 22 Items Please provide a valid
price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North
America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup.
Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items.
More filters Any Condition New Used. Gallery View Customize. Car Remote Entry System Kits.
Almost gone. Last one. Free returns. Amounts shown in italicized text are for items listed in
currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars
based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the
Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid
amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and
costs. Search your problem. Related problems:. Top problems. Won't start Bogs down Stalls
Starting. I was driving down the road and the car started to bog out I left off gas and gave it
more gas and did same thing and stalled and won't start back up. Comment Same issue here.
Have a 05 1. Alternator Noise Won't start Ignition switch Starting. When trying to start it, won't
turn over. Hear a small clicking noise. Tried to jump, nothing, checked ignition switch, and
alternator connector, still nothing works. Sounds like there could be either a problem with the
starter motor or the power supply to it, the click to hear is the relay engaging you can hear this
on as it is rather large you could try a continuity check between the relay sorry but i don't know
the location and the starter, if power can get to it then it is the starter motor. I had the same
problem it was the lead wire to the starter motor the nut had come loose it needs a 13 mm
spanner awkward to get at but worth a try. Won't start Starting. I have to push in really hard to
start the car I have already broke one key and the second one has a crack in it. What do I need
to do to get this fixed I love my car besides this issue. Friend drove to my house with no
previous problems. Instrument panel does not illuminate, engine does not turn over, a thump
noise comes from the trunk area. Lights, horn, flashers, interior lights and fan work. Checked
fuses, jumped, no luck. Check the fuel pump and also if there is dirt in the spark plug. Let me
know if you find something. Ignition has power ,lights radio etc but the car wont start. Engine
Radio Won't start Starting. Battery Relays Won't start Starter Starting. I bought a new
battery,relay starter all new when I turn the key on everything works but won't start. Ignition
cylinder may need to be replaced. This is a very common problem in focus. If it's a no crank no
start, then may be ignition cylinder. Won't shift gears Battery Beeping Won't start Starting. I
drove to work with no problem this afternoon I went in for 5 hours I come back the car will not

start it won't even crank the lights come on and the car beeps but yet I tries to shift the into
nuetral it's an automatic it will not shift even if the key is turned and the break is depressed I
have no idea what it could be I pray it's the battery maybe but I m not sure anymore please help.
If not even the lights turn on, it's most likely the battery. Perhaps you need to replace it, or
there's a problem with the alternator not charging it. Did you fix it already? Fuel pump Won't
start Starting. Ok so my Ford Focus sometimes doesn't want to turn on, then a day later it will!!!
When I try to turn it on the lights come on but the car doesn't start, took it to get a mechanic to
get a diagnostic test, they said it MIGHT be the fuel pump! I put ml of methanol in 2 tanks of gas.
I also used car starter fluid in intake. Starts when plugged in but anything below zero no. Check
your gas pedal see if its floppy. I put zip ties and it upped my idle speed to from about rpm. It
doesnt flop now. Tomorrow im going to drive it. Most likely is the ignition switch is worn. To
test, push in on the key when trying to start and jiggle it while in the fully turned position. This a
very common problem with the Focus due to a poor switch design. Timing belt Turns over but
won't start Starting. Engine turns over but won't start. Checked fuel shutoff OK. Sprayed
starting fluid in intake no luck. Could it be timing belt. Engine Won't start Starting. Car doesn't
start after running over 60 miles It doesn't turn off automatically. But if we turn it off it will take
ten minutes to start Seems like engine needs cooling off after running an hour continuesly. I
had to fit a switch for the fan because I was told the ecu wasn't Ellington the fan to kick in. Will
not start at all Ford Focus 2. Alternator Won't start Stalls Starting. The car would not let me go
more than 35 mph, then it stalled out on me. I got it towed home where the lights still come on
but nothing else. Could it be the alternator or more? More than likely throttle body. I used to be
able to get 30 minutes out of drive then it would stall. The vehicle does not turn over at all Ford
Focus Focus 2. Starter Starting. The car does not turn over at all I do not have 12 volts going
down to the starter in crank position on the car. New starter also. Any help would be
appreciated. Engine Fuses Relays Won't start Starting. Relay clicking constantly in cabin fuse
box engine will not start or crank. Battery Alternator Won't start Starter Starting. Tried another
battery also and same problem just bought a alternator to replace that but scared to do it and
then that not even fix the problem and my car not be able to turn on even with the jump starter
kit!? Please help! You searched for 'won't start, will get all instruments lights but no start,
chhecked battery is ok, checked started is ok, checked all fuses are ok, can jump start by by
passing with jumper wire in relay R 10 but won't move into gears, can turn off will then start and
you can drive but once you turn off again and it sits for a little bit same thing happens no start.
Car wont start Ford Focus 2. Engine Dashboard Battery Won't start Starting. My Ford Focus
engine wont start. Everything is turned ON at the dashboard except the engine still not running.
Service required". This only happened when the car already running, parking, turned off as
usual and when you want to start it again That is when the engine wont start. I have to wait for
few hours to get it can start. Seems like it need to cool down then only can start. Once it can
start, the car running smoothly even if I drive for 5 hours non-stop. I had just changed the
battery about a month ago. No battery for 1 month. Battery Won't start Starting. Help with this
problem or advise. New battery in fob to lock car but that won't work either. Engine Warning
lights Noise Won't start Starting. Hi my car isn't firing the electrics work fine but the engine
doesn't turn nor does it make any sound there is no warning light on or anything it looks like
there is a cable on the under side of the engine that looks like its missing or burnt off what
could it be. Dove home from work went fine then went to go up the road and wont start turns
over all good just wont start did the fuel shut of switch but still te same. Fuel pump Computer
Starting. I can go to start my focus. Everything powers up. Fuel pump comes on but when you
turn the switch to start nothing. I thought maybe it was a saftey switch so I opened and closed
the hood. And it started. But now it is doing it again just not all the time. I bought the car
wrecked and there was a computer on the driver side behind the bumnper cover that was
exposed to weater. Not sure what it controls. Any idea Thanks randy. Won't start at all Ford
Focus 1. Fuel filter Noise Won't start Stalls Starting. Last night I changed the fuel filter in my car
after it died. It would crank but wouldn't start. Sounded like it wasn't getting enough gas so we
figured it was a clogged fuel filter. Then it still didn't do anything. Now this morning it's not even
trying to crank it's just making a click noise when I turn the key. I have no idea where to even
start with it. Warning lights Won't start Starting. I was in minor collision and now my car will not
start I can't even get any power when I put keys in ignition I believe that disables the fuel pump,
once the car recognizes the key, it enables the fuel pump. Usually tho I believe you can crank,
just no fuel gets deposited to engine. Yours sounds like it might have to be diagnosed by an
electrical tech to see why there is no power to ignition. Clutch Won't start Stalls Starting. I was
on my way home from work when I shifted from 3rd to 4th gear the clutch basically lost
pressure I pulled over the car died on me won't crank at that point in gear put it in neutral it
cranks didn't want to go and gear so let it sit for a minute and cranked it put it in 2nd took off as

I was going my clutch build pressure and I drove just normal I got to the next stop sign and it
did the same thing last pressure when I started going from that stop sign the clutch acted
normal I got in my driveway you gotta put it in first go find reverse fine now but acts normal
what could be the issue? When I pulled in my driveway it didn't do it my clutch head pressure
put it in first one forward put in Reverse went backwards everything is normal now what could
be the problem. Key will not turn. Steering wheel Engine Starting. I cannot turn the key to start
the engine. I tried wiggling the steering wheel but the key will not budge. Any ideas? Hi Cammie,
this is a quite common problem with the Ford Focus. First you can try an easy fix using WD
Sometimes the switch gets plugged up with an accumulation of gunk. You may need a paper
towel to clean up the mess. Try a few times and it should get better. You can also try calling
Ford, some people got some money back. Looks like the problem is quite common but not
common enough for a recall. Good luck and let me know if this helped you! Fuel pump Fuses
Won't start Starting. So it been 5 days Did your problem get fixed? I'm wondering cause the
mechanic said it was the fuel pump for my car as well but wouldn't want to waste money on
something that won't fix the car!! Steering wheel Won't start Suddenly stalls Starting Brakes.
Was driving car and suddenly dies and brake peddle is hard to push and steering wheel is hard
to turn and it won't start but brakes still work and still has power also won't even crank over I'm
at lose with this plus it doesn't show the mileage just has lines their. Steering wheel Steering
noise Knocking Starting. I hear a clicking noise or kind of like a knocking noise when i turn my
steering wheel left or right but only when im moving at slow speeds like parking or going into
garge or turning onto a road but only at slow speeds not above 5 mph and car drives fine and
no noises at high speeds or when going over bumps its a new car but never noticed it before
and its only when the cars been driven for awhile not immediatly after starting to drive has
anyone else had this problem with focus and is it normal. This will be one of your driveaxles
most likely. The CV joint. Replaced that too on my "quality" Ford. It's really not that expensive
to replace comes with whole axle. Imobulicer Ford Focus 1. Fuel pump Battery Starting. The
other day it started ok but today iv tryed bumbing it ,uesed jump leeds with frends car,because i
must of drained battery done all that and when i turn the key its turning over but just dose not
whant to start,so im thinking imoblicer or maby fuel pump or something else. Has anybody got
any ideas I wud be relly graitfull cheers Engine Warning lights Won't start Starting. I try to start
the car and it did not start please help what could be the problem because i dout if it really water
in fuel. Radio will not turn off ii comes on and off with a loud noise every few seconds. Tried
turning it off up down you can not control anything. Disconnect the battery and it stayed off a
few weeks but it has come back on by itself. The noise is so loud you can not set in the car.
Won't stay running Ford Focus 2. Check engine light Won't start Stalls Starting. Hard starting
will finally run for a little. Check engine light on. Then dies wont start. I had two episodes of that,
usually only after startup. Throttle body plug was loose, and eventually I replaced throttle body.
I have replaced crap Ford garbage throttle bodies, 3 times. Accelerator Throttle body Revs up
Starting. Accelerator sticks and revs up while driving. Now it won't even start. Throttle body has
been replaced. Have you checked the throttle assembly? Maybe the throttle return spring is
broken, or there is a bind in the throttle linkage. After changing the fuel pump the car will not
start. It just turns over but want start. Lost key got new key had programmed light went out car
wont turn over. Problems with a Focus? Share them. I solved my problem or question. Crea tu
usuario en el sitio. Do you like StartMyCar? Follow us on Facebook. Log in Sign up. Did you find
the website helpful? Browse site version for:. Help Privacy Terms Feedback Publish with us.
Submit comment. Submit comment Cancel. Submit reply. Submit reply Cancel. Replacing the
starter relay on your Ford is a fix that will take about five minutes. The relay may vary slightly in
design and color, but they all do the same thing. They regulate the current that makes it to the
solenoid on the vehicle which, in turn, activates the starter. The relay plugs into the vehicle in a
box located inside the engine compartment, typically on the passenger's side on the inner
fender well. Pop the hood and disconnect the negative battery terminal by loosening the nut
with a wrench. Locate the starter relay. The relay box is on the fender well on the passenger's
side. Unclip the lid on the relay box and remove it. Each relay is clearly marked. Pull the one for
the starter out by grasping it tightly and pulling it straight up. Plug the new relay into place.
Press on it firmly so that it seats itself flush in the box. Replace the cover on the relay box then
reconnect the negative battery terminal, tightening the nut with the wrench. John Rose has been
writing professionally since Now contributing to various online publications, he specializes in
auto repair, home maintenance and similar topics. Rose studied English at Frostburg State
University. Step 1 Pop the hood and disconnect the negative battery terminal by loosening the
nut with a wrench. Step 2 Locate the starter relay. Step 3 Unclip the lid on the relay box and
remove it. Things You'll Need Replacement relay Wrench. If the starter has to be removed for
replacement, you first need to know the type of engine your model Focus has. The engine type

goes a long way to determining the exact removal procedure, particularly the other parts you
need to remove to reach the starter. Because you're dealing with a part connected to the
electrical system, disconnect the negative cable from the car battery. This is the black cable.
Once disconnected, set the cable aside where it can't accidentally connect back onto the
battery terminal. For most Focus models, apply the parking brake and raise the car's front end
on axle stands. You should remove certain parts to reach the starter motor, and the exact parts
vary depending on the type of engine the car has. Also unbolt and remove the power steering
pump without disconnecting its lines; you also must do this on some 2. On a Zetec-E engine,
remove the MAF sensor, PVC pipe before you can remove the starter's upper bolts; the
electrical connectors and lower bolts are accessible after you raise the car. A Focus with a
Duratec engine can be the most difficult because you need to remove the intake manifold. This
requires you to remove the oil level dipstick tube, the air intake pipe from the throttle body, the
electrical connectors from the throttle position sensor and idle air control valve, and the
vacuum hoses and wiring harness from the manifold. Now you can remove the bolts securing
the manifold to the cylinder head and disconnect the PVC hose behind it and the electrical
connector on the knock sensor. Once all the needed parts are disconnected, disconnect all the
mounting bolts from the starter motor, then release it from the dowels on the transmission
housing to remove it from the engine. You may need to turn it to an angle to remove it, because
the starter is in close quarters with other parts. As you remove the starter motor, disconnect the
wiring for the starter by removing its nuts. Removing the Starter Once all the needed parts are
disconnected, disconnect all the mounting bolts from the starter motor, then release it from the
dowels on the transmission housing to remove it from the engine. Tips, Costs, Your Options,
and More. Ford Focus key replacement â€” All you need to know. Ford Focus Keys
Replacements by Year â€” Not sure which key you had: regular, transponder chip, or remote
key fob? Find out here. Have you lost your Ford Focus car keys? What options do I have? Ford
Focus Key Programming â€” Which keys can you program yourself? Ford Focus key fob battery
â€” How do I change or replace the battery? What is the cost? What size is the battery? And
more. Click on the type of key you had or your year model below to get the most accurate
information:. Transponder key on a computer operated cutting machine. A word of caution: The
type of key you need depends on the year and model of your Ford Focus. Therefore, the options
for getting a new key made and programmed depend on whether you need a remote, an
intelligent fob, push to start button, a transponder, or a regular key. Not ready to call for service
just yet? Also, write down the VIN Vehicle Identification Number of the car located on the left
side of the dashboard near the mirror Click here for more information. The VIN helps the
locksmith or dealer verify the year, make, and model of the car and determine which key you
had. Finally, make sure you can show ownership of the car by having the necessary documents
â€” title, ID, insurance card, etc. The newer the car is, the better the security features the key
has. Click here to see the model and type of key you had for a more accurate price and
additional information. Did your replacement key come from the dealer, or an automotive
locksmith? Or did you get it online? Click here to get a more detailed explanation of how to get
a replacement key. However, you will likely have to tow the car there to program the new key or
remote. Therefore, the total price is usually higher. The VIN allows the dealer or automotive
locksmith to access the key code on file, i. There are, however, two things to consider:. A: The
Ford has different types of keys. This process requires a special programming machine that
only an automotive locksmith or the dealer has. There is no need to program non-transponder
metal keys. Therefore, no programming is needed. Ford Focus has none of this key type â€” all
Ford Focus keys have a chip and need to be programmed. These keys, also known as remote
smart keys, intelligent keys or key fobs, and transponder keys, have a security chip.
Programming is needed. Also, a special machine is needed to program them. An automotive
locksmith or dealer should do it for you. This process must be followed for most models made
after A: The Ford Focus has a few keyless entry system options. Below you will find all the
relevant information. For year models to , t here is a built-in keyless entry in the remote key. The
Ford Focus model has different kinds of keys. If your model uses a key fob, here is some
important information you should know about the battery. You can use the emergency key
provided with the key fob to unlock the car. If you want to start your vehicle, you can do it by
placing the key fob in the charging area once you are in the car. This way, you will be able to
start your vehicle EVEN if the battery is dead. Finally, let the key fob charge until you get to a
place when you can replace the key fob battery. Ford Focus key fob is battery operated. Every
two years or so, or when the battery is low, you may need to change the key fob battery. Here is
all the information you need. You can order it online here. Finally, remember that your battery
life depends on a few factors such as usage, weather conditions, etc. To better protect your
Ford Focus key fob and extend its battery life it may be a good idea to have a key fob cover or a

case. You can get it online here. Ford Main Page. Our Blog. Home Page. Contact Us. Remote
Key Fob for a Ford Focus. Ford Focus Car Key Replacements. Ford ignition cylinder. Already
have a key? Click HERE for programming information. Replacement Car Key Price Factors. New
Transponder Keys Coded On-site. Ford key fob â€” Inside look. Car Key Cutting Machine. Ford
keyless entry â€” Inside look. Keyless entry information Ford Focus. Key Fob Batteries. Car Key
Battery Replacement Variety. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and
transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a
week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The starter is at the terminus of a circuit that includes the battery,
the ignition switch, a neutral safety switch, relays and fuses. When you turn the ignition key to
start, or press the start button in some vehicles, the starter circuit is completed and the starter
will run. Most starters have a small pinion gear that engages a larger ring gear on the flywheel
when the starter is powered on. The pinion gear turns the engine flywheel at about RPM. Since
the flywheel is directly connected to the crankshaft, all engine components will then turn in
sync and the engine starts. Starters are relatively durable but most will eventually fail in one or
more of the following ways:. Once a vehicle engine is running, the starter is not in use. Should
you know or suspect a problem with the starter, it is best to have the problem repaired to avoid
being left stranded. Ford Focus Car Starter Repair at your home or office. Estimate price near
me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50
point safety inspection. See availability. Car Starter Repair Service What's a car starter motor
and how does it work? When to replace the starter? Starters are relatively durable but most will
eventually fail in one or more of the following ways: Intermittent operation of the starter.
Starters can develop bad spots on the armature which will cause intermittent operation. This
causes the starter to work sometimes and other times when you turn the key nothing happens.
Starter turns too slowly. Internal electrical and mechanical faults can cause the starter to draw
too much current and in some cases the current drawn will exceed what the battery can supply.
A consequence is the engine may not start as rapidly. Unusual noises on starting. If you hear
any type of grinding or other unusual noise while starting the engine, that should be
investigated as the noise could reflect an internal starter failure or the noise could be due to
pinion gear failure or flywheel ring gear damage. In some cases, the first symptom of a starter
malfunction is a complete failure of the starter motor. This happens when you turn the ignition
key to start the car, the starter motor does not function at all. How do mechanics repair the
starter? If the starter is determined to be faulty, the battery must be disconnected prior to
commencing any work. Once the battery is disconnected, the wiring to the starter is
disconnected. Starters are bolted to the engine block or the transmission case. Generally, there
are two bolts. The procedure to access the starter varies across car models and can require
removal, or lowering, of other vehicle components. Once the starter is removed and a new
starter is installed, the mounting bolts are tightened to the OEM factory torque specifications,
the electrical connections are cleaned and re-attached to the starter and the starter is tested to
confirm normal operation. Is it safe to drive with a starter problem? When replacing a faulty
starter keep in mind: Prior to replacing the starter, simple diagnostic tests should be performed
to ensure that the problem is a faulty starter versus a weak battery, faulty neutral start switch, or
other faulty electrical component in the starter motor circuit. Starters draw large amounts of
current from the battery, much more than any other electrically powered device in your car. This
makes it important that the electrical connections to the battery are inspected, cleaned, and
tightened as necessary. Cables to the starter should also be inspected for corrosion and
replaced as needed. Number of Ford Focus Starter Replacement services completed.
Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Ford Jobs. Au
automotive fuse box with relay
06 kia amanti
300d valve adjustment
to service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Ford mechanics Real customer reviews from
Ford owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Francisco 10 years of experience.
Request Francisco. Focus - Starter - Georgetown, TX. Friendly, Knew what he was doing, didn't
waste time, finished before expected. Travis 14 years of experience. Request Travis. Focus Starter - Charleston, SC. Travis was awesome - on time very professional and extremely
knowledgeable I would for sure use him again. Paul 30 years of experience. Request Paul.
Focus - Starter - Raleigh, NC. First time trying this site, YourMechanic. Paul, the mechanic, was
very courteous and polite in performing his services on repairing my sister's car. Kept me
informed by texts and calls and was prompt on the two appointments Paul made. PETE 20 years
of experience. Request PETE. So fast and so easy. Pete was more than great. Would
recommend this service to anyone. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Car Starter

Repair.

